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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The CONNECTIVE project is part of Shift2Rail (S2R), the first rail joint technology initiative focused on
accelerating the integration of new and advanced technologies into innovative rail product solutions.
CONNECTIVE aims to be the technical backbone of S2R´s Innovation Programme 4 (IP4), which addresses the
provision of “IT solutions for attractive Railway services”.
Thereby, CONNECTIVE will provide other S2R-IP4 projects with a technical framework and a set of tools that
will foster the digital transformation of rail and in general, the entire transport ecosystem, enabling an
unprecedented multimodal travel experience and improving the fit between supply and demand.
CONNECTIVE will provide new levels of interoperability and seamless access to all transport data and services
in a multimodal and distributed environment, while offering a common business intelligence to extract
insights of the ecosystem, valuable for both users and service providers.
CONNECTIVE is broken down into the following working packages: WP1 is dedicated to the Interoperability
Framework, WP2 focuses on Business Analytics, WP3 addresses the technical coordination and system
coherence, WP4 relates to the dissemination and communication and WP5 is for Project Management
Interoperability and the move to MaaS are key elements in the development of a sustainable mobility in the
perspective on the pan-European one-stop-shop ecosystem promoted by S2R-IP4. The capability to integrate
a wide range of mobility providers either public or private as well as the proposal of attractive fare and
integrated bundles will favour the movement of passenger traffic from car to low-carbon mobility solutions.
WP1 addresses TD4.1 Interoperability Framework within CONNECTIVE and has the following objectives:
Guarantee technical interoperability of all multimodal services by insulating consumer applications from the
task of locating, harmonising and understanding an open-ended world of data, events, and service resources
In compliance with the principle of openness, the interoperability framework is agnostic toward any
application requiring its services, thus allowing multiple and concurrent implementations of the multimodal
services and travel companions to access the full range of available data.
Therefore, the interoperability framework is a key enabler of IP4 that facilitates the applications and services
developed in other Technical Demonstrators (TD) to access an ecosystem of travel services and data (such as
timetable information, ticketing legacy systems), enabling them to offer integrated and door-to-door
multimodal services.
CONNECTIVE follows an iterative design-development-test approach. For each of the three releases defined
by the project (C-REL, A-REL, F-REL), there will be an initial phase of design and definition of the architectural
principles (Task 1.1), followed by the development of the components that form the Interoperability
Framework (Task 1.2), providing useful tools, methodologies, resolvers and connectors to allow services to
share and consume data in different formats. Finally, legacy systems and IP4 services will be integrated into
the framework (Task 1.3), in order to demonstrate the performance of the Interoperability Framework and
start to enrich the IP4 transport ecosystem with information that will be consumed by other TD’s.
CONNECTIVE has reached the A-REL and this deliverable represents the D1.5 Interoperability Framework
components: A-REL and explains the results related to A-REL of Task 1.2 –Interoperable Framework as a
complete Ecosystem, presenting the tools and utilities developed for the A-REL.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The present document constitutes the Deliverable D1.5 INTEROPERABILITY FRAMEWORK COMPONENTS AREL in the framework of the TD4.1, task 1.2 of IP 4.Within the Intelligent Transport challenge, the passenger
is at the center of all concerns. The rail sector must therefore improve its performance by offering innovative
solutions to meet this challenge. In this context, CONNECTIVE will provide new levels of interoperability and
seamless access to all transport data and services in a multimodal and distributed environment, while
offering a common business intelligence to extract insights of the ecosystem, valuable for both users and
service providers.
In this way, CONNECTIVE’s WP1 specifies and implements enhancements to the Interoperability Framework
of the Shift2Rail ecosystem, a technical framework and a set of tools that will foster the digital
transformation of rail and in general the transport ecosystem, enabling an unprecedented multimodal travel
experience and improving the fit between supply and demand.
The purpose of this document is to consider the different components of the Interoperability Framework for
the A-REL. It is organized as follows:
•

•

•
•

Section 2 is focused on the Resolvers (subtask 1.2.1): software components provided to the other
projects and TDs, implemented as web services that make use of the ontologies and semantic model,
and allow operating and building functionalities in the distributed ecosystem (such as “Travel Expert
Resolver”).
Section 3 is focused on Service registration and management (subtask 1.2.2): provides tools to allow
services to register and join the ecosystem by using an ontology-based description of the services
and its capabilities.
Section 4 is focused on Connectivity tools (subtask 1.2.3): provides the software needed to
communicate and interact with the distributed and heterogeneous data sources and systems.
Section 5 explains the conclusions of this document.

The deliverable will have different versions (releases) to reflect the progress of the task. This version reflects
the implementations done for the A-REL, which is the second of the three official releases planned in the
project.
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LIST OF ACRONYMS
Acronyms

Meaning

API

Application Programming Interface

A-REL

Additional Release

CMMP

Contract Manager Market Place

C-REL

Core-Release

F-REL

Final-Release

HTML

Hypertext Markup Language

IF

Interoperability Framework

IoT

Internet Of Things

IP

Innovation Program

IT2Rail

Information Technology For Shift To Rail

JSON

JavaScript Object Notation

JWT

JSON Web Token

MQTT

Message Queuing Telemetry Transport

NeTEx

Network Timetable Exchange

OWL

Ontology Web Language

POI

Point Of Interest

RDF

Resource Descriptor Framework

REST

REpresentational State Transfer

S2R

Shift To Rail

SOAP

Simple Object Access Protocol

Sofia2

Smart Objects For Intelligent Applications

SPARQL

SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language
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SWRL

Semantic Web Rule Language

TD

Technical Demonstrator

TE

Travel Expert

TSP

Travel Service Provider

URL

Uniform Resource Locator
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Web Services Description Language
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XSD

XML Schema Definition
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SCOPE OF THE A-REL
CONNECTIVE A-REL is meant to overcome the issues and limitations of the C-REL and adapt to the new
requirements that come from MaaSive. The main scope of C-REL was to adapt the IT2Rail components to be
compatible with the new developments from Co-Active and ATTRACkTIVE.
In contrast, A-REL has been designed to adapt the performance limitations of the C-REL and consider the
requirements needed from MaaSive developments [R5].
This information is explained in detail in [R3] D1.2 Architectural Principles and Design A-REL that explains the
reasons for the new design and its main advantages.
The main issues are briefly described in the following list:
•

Some services were not correctly separated

•

Outdated technology

•

Conflicts among internal components

•

Limited performance and scalability

•

Asymmetrical communication

•

Alignment with the whole project

•

Lack of flexibility of the communication interface

To overcome the different issues, A-REL evolves the C-REL architecture including an evolution of the
technology used and the evolution of each of the components.
Hence, the scope of A-REL can be summarised in two main points:
•

Enhance the performance of the ecosystem by using micro-services

•

Include new functionalities to integrate MaaSive requirements

In addition, the A-REL also updated the code integration under a continuous integration (CI) and deployment
(CD) flow. The CI flow is being controlled by Jenkins. This software defines and manages a set of steps form
the creation of code to its deployment. These steps are triggered when the code is pushed into the code
repository. In case one of the steps fails the whole flow is stopped to prevent a non-working deployment.
These are all the ordered steps:
1. Build: the code is converted from source code to a runnable artefact.
2. Test: the defined tests for the code to run.
3. Quality: the code is analysed statically by software that detects possible issues in the code. In this
case, SonarQube is used.
4. Security: this step is similar to the previous, but it is focused on finding security bugs. It is
implemented with the tool Kiuwan.
5. Artifactory: the built artefact is stored in a repository in order to be accessible by other
components as a library. At the moment Nexus is the commercial option in use.
Project Acronym – GA 777522
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6. Deployment: the built artefact is deployed. In order to be aligned with the micro service approach,
the build is deployed in a container manager. This manager is Docker. In each container, there is
an image with an operating system and inside the image, the artefact is placed.
The next steps are executed in the CD flow:
1. The container manager reads the configuration related to the artefact and prepares everything:
allocates memory and computing cores, registers the environment variable, etc.
2. The image is started with the artefact inside. Now the service is operational and can be called.

2. RESOLVERS
The Interoperability Framework exposes a set of specialized web services to be used by other components
(such as the Travel Shopping Orchestrator) to provide specific functionalities. Resolvers are used to find
information within the semantic storage of the Interoperability Framework according to given information.
They use a common underlying framework that handles the semantic interoperability mechanism. The
resolvers principally provide information about stop places and TSP information and it can be called by the
different services.
The following sections describe the Resolvers used in C-REL and their purposes. A second section describes
the A-REL resolvers, how the resolvers work, and the sequence diagrams of the logical functions used by the
Interoperability Framework.

C-REL RESOLVERS
CONNECTIVE C-REL deployed the components that were deployed and used in IT2Rail. However, the
evolutions and improvements achieved in Co-Active and ATTRACkTIVE ended up with certain resolvers that
were not used or resolvers that could not fulfil the requirements demanded by the new components.
The list below represents the resolvers used in CREL:
•

LocationResolver: It is a service that generates a list of infrastructure StopPlaces, using the
information stored in GraphDB (e.g. Rail Station, located in a point of reference). The Location
Resolver exposes an interface to the shopping components in order to facilitate interaction among
the IF, the orchestrators and TSPs.

•

TravelExpertResolver: It exposes the service that checks if there is a TSP that is able to link two
StopPlaces.

•

NetworkDataProvider: It provides the needed information that allows the shopping components to
generate the Meta-Network that abstracts the network over all participating TSP.

•

LocationIdentification: It provides a service that finds all the known places (Points of Interest, Cities,
and Streets) stored in the RDF Repository.
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The Network Data Provider from CREL could not be used in Co-Active because new requirements to the
provided network data arose during Co-Active. Location identification was not used because the locations
from the Meta-Network provided good results for Co-Active. The Meta-Network also contained information
about the TSP that provided a connection, thus in Co-Active the Travel Expert Resolver was also not used.
Hence, the Location Resolver was the only resolver used at the end of CREL.

A-REL RESOLVERS
This section describes the A-REL resolvers, the new version of the components that were used in C-REL that
includes improvements of the performance of the ecosystem.

Location Resolver
In the C-REL, the Location Resolver received Geo Positions (Latitude, Longitude and a radius in kilometres
that limited the area). Then, it returned a list of the nearest stop places inside the area limited by the Geo
Position.
However, the response provided by the resolver had two main disadvantages. The first one was concurrency.
When it received several requests in parallel, the responses given by the resolver were inconsistent. The
second problem was related to the access of several repositories in the same database. Both issues decreased
the performance of the ecosystem when the system was used by several users at the same time.
To overcome these issues and improve the capabilities of the ecosystem, the Location Resolver has been
evolved. The A-REL version has modified the way to access the database and improve the management of
the cached data.
This improvement required to modify the SPARQL queries and the code that transforms the results from the
databases. Besides, the RDF repository (database) is open to any new resolver. Hence, new resolvers can be
created to use the data stored in the RDF repository.
Figure 1 represents the scenario when Travel Shopping requests Stop places near a certain Location.
Then, the Location Resolver adapts the request to retrieve the Stop Places in the RDF Repository. The
Location Resolver acts as a middle piece between the Shopping Orchestrator and the RDF repository as all
Resolvers are.
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Figure 1: [ES][CON] TD4.1_Location_Resolver_Log

Travel Service Resolver
The Travel Service Resolver is a more generalised rework of the Travel Expert Resolver. In its ideal form, the
Travel Service Resolver is used by any orchestrator that wants to know which TSP provides a certain service
on a given Travel Episode or location. The first use case is directed to the Travel Shopping to replace the
Travel Expert Resolver. Given a calculated Meta-Travel-Episode the Travel Shopping requests from the Travel
Service Resolver the TSPs that provide Travel Shopping functionality for this part of the Meta-Route. This
enables an indiscriminate use of the Meta-Travel-Episodes independent from the TSP that originally provided
the connection to the Meta-Network that leads to the Meta-Travel-Episode of a Meta-Route. Now, no matter
which TSP provided the information that there is this Meta-Travel-Episode, every TSP that is able to provide
Travel Shopping functionality for that Meta-Travel-Episode is requested and taken into consideration during
the Travel Shopping process.
As part of the functionality, the Travel Service Resolver offers a Service Area Checker that enables the MetaNetwork Explorer to find Meta-Travel-Episodes that are not part of the Meta-Network. The Meta-Network
Explorer requests the Service Area Checker for a given Origin and Destination of a potential Meta-TravelEpisode to find out whether there are TSPs that operate in a service area that covers both, origin and
destination. If that’s the case, the Meta-Travel Episode may potentially be part of a Meta-Route. This enables
TSPs which do not offer timetables for their transport services, such as DRT, to be directly considered in the
Travel Shopping.
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In addition to the Travel Shopping, the Travel Service Resolver may also contribute to the Trip Tracking by
providing the TSPs that offer Trip Tracking functionality for a given Travel Episode of a Trip. This enables the
Tracking Orchestrator to no longer request Trip Tracking from every TSP in the system but to limit the request
to those TSPs that potentially are able to provide that functionality for the Travel Episodes.
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3. SERVICES REGISTRY AND MANAGEMENT
Service Registry and Management components provide mechanisms for new TSP to join the eco-system via
the publication of their annotated services in the Service Registry and manage and update the registered
services. For the registry and management of services, there are three main components:
•

Operator Portal: the Operator Portal is defined as the access point for TSP. It is the main door for
TSP to register in the ecosystem and to access the different operator tools developed in S2R such
as the CMMP, the Asset Manager and other tools that are developed in MaaSive.

•

Asset Manager: the Asset Manager is developed in SPRINT [R6] and it is the component that is
meant to manage the different assets of the ecosystem. It has an interface to facilitate the
registration of assets such as for Shopping, Booking, etc…

•

RDF Repository: RDF Repository is the database of the Interoperability Framework and it is
connected to the Asset Manager. The Asset Manager can store the information registered in the
RDF Repository.

The next sections explain in detail each of the components and their evolution in the A-REL

RDF REPOSITORY
The RDF repository represents the Interoperability Framework database. It is mainly used to store the stopplaces of the TSPs that are integrated into the ecosystem. The RDF Repository was described in detailed in
[R3]
D1.2 – Architectural Principles and Design A-REL. The main evolution of the RDF Repository A-REL is
the modification of the ontology under RDF Repository.
This enhancement enriches the quality of the infrastructure information stored. The C-REL version of the RDF
Repository stores basic information of the stop places such as their names, providers, provider’s codes and
locations.
In the A-REL version, the RDF repository ontology is based on GTFS standard. GTFS is standardized by Google
based on a series of CSV formatted files, all of them grouped in a .zip file that includes public transportation
schedules and geographic information about them. Hereunder, the route map of how GTFS will be integrated
in the RDF repository is shown. The GTFS standard has some mandatory files and properties, thus, these will
be included first. Figure 2 represents an example graph of how a small subset of the ontology (stop places)
looks like in the RDF repository.
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Figure 2: RDF Repository Ontology Visual Representation
In addition, the ontology will be improved with a second evolution to improve its capabilities by adding
components defined in NeTEx stepwise. This staggered integration of NeTEx will be possible because of the
standard component structuring.
The benefits of implementing NeTEx are mainly the flexibility and scalability due to the huge number of
elements defined in NeTEx. For that reason, the integration will be progressive starting with a small subset
of types related to the infrastructure. Then increasing this number of elements and finally including the fare
section of NeTEx.
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OPERATOR PORTAL
The Operator Portal is the access point for the TSPs. The TSP can register as a TSP in the Operator Portal and
select the different tools developed in S2R for TSPs. The objective is to provide a Single-Sign-On ecosystem,
the TSP authenticate in the Operator Portal and do not have to login again to access to the different tools.
As a result, the two main functionalities of the Operator Portal are the Registration of users (in this case
coming from TSPs) and the Login of users. The Registration of users adds security and persistence layers.
The scenario described below represents when an employee of a TSP registers the TSP in the Operator Portal.
The Operator Portal sends the Sign-Up request to the Identity Manager, the commercial solution chosen for
this component is Keycloak. This request includes OperatorCode, EmailAddress, TSP_Information
and Password. To validate the new user, the Identity Manager sends a Validation e-mail to the registered
EmailAddress, to confirm the existence of the user. Once the e-mail is validated, the Identity Manager
Insert Operator Data in the Provider Data Base including TSP_Information, operatorID and
EmailAddress and store the TSP_information in the RDF Repository.

Figure 3: [ES][CON]TD4.1_Register_Travel_Service_Provider_Log
The scenario below represents when a user logs in. This scenario assumes that the user has previously been
registered. The TSP sends its credentials and the Operator Portal forwards them to the identity manager. In
this case, the TSP needs to provide the EmailAdress registered and the Password. Then the Identity
Manager confirms the existence of this TSP and retrieves its information.
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Figure 4: [ES][CON]TD4.1_Log_in_Travel_Service_Provider_Log

The Operator Portal uses several technologies and each of them has been investigated in order to choose
which one fits better into the IP4 ecosystem. The technologies used are described below.
Angular: it is an open-source framework developed and supported by Google, version 8 is used in the
Operator Portal. Its goal is to ease the development of web applications, especially single page. It focuses on
the creation of robust, scalable and optimized web pages. It follows the model-view-controller (MVC)
software architecture pattern.
Some of the advantages are:


The development language is TypeScript, this language bases on JavaScript and provides additional
features.
 It allows cross-platform development. In other words, the same code can be generated to be run
either as a web app or as a mobile app (android/iOS).
 The angular development is components oriented. The components facilitate the reuse of code
because it is packaged and divided well.
 The component structure also enables higher scalability and easier maintenance.

PrimeNG: it is a user interface component collection developed for Angular. It is an open-source project. The
chosen version for the Operator Portal is 8.1.1.
Project Acronym – GA 777522
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Its main benefits are:


It provides a variety of additional user interface elements.



It is well supported and used in many web pages.

movticketing-lib-identity: it is a library developed to sign up and sign in securely. It is imported in the
Operator Portal and the CMMP. It acts as a mediator between the user and the identity manager module.
This library enables the sign in with a unique token, the registration of the user data, the verification of the
mail address and the query of the user data through the web application.
Secure-ls: it is a library dedicated to encryption and decryption of the stored data in the local storage of the
client-sided web browser. The Operator Portal requires this library to keep the data of the registered users
safe. It supports several encryption algorithms such as AES, DES, Rabbit, and RC4. The library compresses the
storage before it is encrypted in order to reduce the allocated space.

ASSET MANAGER
The Asset Manager is devoted to governing the management of the shared repository of assets. The Asset
Manager is a powerful tool that supports workflows for versioning, approval and publication of shared
resources. The objective of the Asset Manager is handling the TSPs information which is required of it to be
part of the S2R-IP4 ecosystem. The Asset Manager will become an important element within the new
architecture because it will gather the elements that feed the modules of the Interoperability Framework,
like the RDF repository or Service Implementations.
The first version of the Asset Manager was deployed in IT2Rail. However, it has not been used during the S2R
projects up to the start of the SPRINT project. SPRINT is evolving the Asset Manager. The new technologies
and functionalities of the Asset Manager will be adapted to the S2R Interoperability Framework. The most
important functionality is the registration of assets.
The goal of this component is to support the exchange of information and data regarding TSPs and
information that will be used to create the Service Implementation. These assets can be interface
communications, web services, APIs, documentation, comments, contact information. In the end, it can be
anything related to the provider information data.
Technical aspects
A TSP has two ways to get into the Asset Manager. The first one is to sign in directly and the second one is to
be redirected from the Operator Portal. This feature is available thanks to the identity manager’s Single Sign
On (SSO) technology.
When the TSP has its account ready to use, then the asset can be uploaded. There is a section for each kind
of possible service offered by the TSP. For each section, there are mandatory fields that the provider must
fill either with information or files. When the assets have been uploaded, they are stored and can be accessed
by the TSP. Other users may request access to the assets via the Asset Manager and the TSP may grant it to
them.
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In addition, the Asset Manager considers the directive 2010/40/EU whose aim is to gather and publish
provider’s data to support the creation of multimodal transport system. This directive obligates all European
Union member states to develop the necessary infrastructure that allows this requirement.
Technology under the Asset Manager
Although the Asset Manager has been developed by SPRINT, the design has been tackled jointly with
CONNECTIVE. The technology is completely aligned with the rest of the IP4 ecosystem.
These are the main tools inside the Asset Manager:


Front web: the web is developed with the framework Django. This framework is developed with
the programming language Python.



RDF Repository: Ontotext GraphDB is the chosen repository to store the retrieved information
from the providers.



Camunda BPMN engine: it is a platform for decision and automation workflow. Camunda is used
for interconnecting all the components inside the Asset Manager by creating a pipeline. For
example, it will take the uploaded elements from the TSP (input) and it will redirect all of them to
their proper managers and catch the returned elements, repeating the defined workflow until the
last step.



Jenkins: it is an automation tool. Jenkins is needed because there are different systems and all of
them need to be orchestrated properly. It focuses on the building and deployment of the
Interoperability Framework elements such as the Brokers, Service Implementations and Resolvers.



Minio: it is a cloud storage for unstructured data, mainly, files such as pictures, backups, videos,
etc.



Docker: this container manager is used to create the Interoperability Framework infrastructure
fast and easily. There is an artefact for each component and in case it needs to be ready, it a
container is created with an image and the artefact inside. Finally, the container is deployed and
started.

Integration Asset Manager – RDF Repository
In the RDF Repository section, there was shown what will be the next structure of the RDF repository.
Nonetheless, it is equally important how will be filled the RDF repository. This task will be achieved with the
Asset Manager. In the Asset Manager, as it is explained, the TSPs will be able to upload their information, for
example, its stop places.
Inside the Asset Manager, there is a component in charge of transforming the information into RDF triples
that are ready to be inserted into the repository. For the moment, this component only transforms GTFS files
to triples.
The GTFS files are stored and shared in compressed files, usually, in a “.zip”. Hence, the first task is to extract
the files from the compressed files. The next step is to read all of them and create the required triples for
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each value. There is a type for each file and a property for each column. When all the files are read, the
resulting triples are inserted into the repository.
In the future, it will transform them into NeTEx as well. This component has been developed with node.js, an
open-source backend framework for the service layer oriented to events based on JavaScript.
Besides, this component will add a unique ID for every element created. This ID will be aligned with the
standard IFOPT, it has been already introduced in D1.2 – Architectural Principles and Design A- REL [R3]. It is
focused on defining an identification system for each transport element. We are going to apply this standard
in the stop places, providers and multimodal stop places.
In addition, this component will fetch the GTFS inserted previously in the RDF Repository including the IFOPT
ID. After this step, the data will be sent to the Meta-Network Builder with the aim of keep updated the
transport information in both components. There are many possibilities but currently, the effort will be
focused on returning the GTFS information of each TSP separately.
This repository will store the provider information filled by the provider through the Operator Portal and
Asset Manager in order to keep enriching the data set. The next diagram shows the whole flow for a new
service registration, for example, shopping. The steps imply these components: the Operator Portal, the
Asset Manager, RDF repository and the Meta-Network builder. All of them are extended in this document
except the last one, because the Meta-Network builder is part of TD4.2 and it is properly explained in [R7],
its main function is to integrate network data of the TSPs given as GTFS files by the Interoperability
Framework into the Meta-Network.
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Figure 5: [ES][CON] TD4.1_IF_Register_Travel_Service_Provider_Log
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4. CONNECTIVITY TOOLS
Any type of information exchanged among several actors needs to be understood through based common
concepts. Business activities today include more and more the need to have communication between
computers, but they have to understand each other and most of the time companies use different tools in
order to send/receive messages across the world. In such heterogeneous systems, the solution can be based
on the Ontology that is a structure including a set of concepts and the relationships between them. It is a
way to allow computers to understand each other.
This section describes the Connectivity Tools of the Interoperability Framework A-REL that are meant to solve
the issues expressed before. The improvement of the Connectivity Tools will have a major impact on the
performance of the interoperability Framework because they are needed in most of the tasks done by the IF.
One of the main modifications of the Interoperability Framework A-REL is that components will be
encapsulated as microservices to minimize the coupling among components.
As can be seen in Figure 6, the Connectivity Tools have been simplified and they are reduced to two main
components: Broker and Services Implementations. Nevertheless, it follows the same principles of the CREL.
The new Service Implementation carries out the ASP functions. The system is simpler, easier to understand
and more flexible. In addition, using micro services for developing the Service Implementations and Brokers
will facilitate the automatic creation of certain patterns that will reduce its developing time.

Figure 6: Interoperability Framework New Architecture Overview

The next sections explain in detail the components that are part of the new Interoperability Framework. The
AREL components entail substantial changes compared to the C-REL version which are expected to improve
the overall performance and its large-scale deployment
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C BROKERS A-REL
A broker is a component that redirects the received request to the suitable Service Implementation (SI). The
broker has a properties file where it is indicated the SIs information under its control among other
configuration elements.
These are the features of the file related to each SI:


The codes: required to match and know if the request can be managed by some of the SI.



The endpoints: the URL where should be called the SI.



The Feign clients classpaths. This feign client defines the software interface. It represents the input
and output data of the SI.

Mainly, each broker project has four packages:


Main package: includes the spring boot configuration.



Controller: it is defined as the URL service broker and the input and output data, in other words,
this is the entrance.



Service: the code here is called from the code of the controller package. Here it is searched the SI
code of the request in the possible loaded options from the file. Then, if the SI configuration exists,
it is loaded, and it is called.



Utils: it stores some accessory functionality.

The controller and service classes have defined for each them a software interface. These interfaces
regularize the name and number of methods and they force to define the types of the requests and
responses.
In these interfaces, there is one method and two possible object interfaces (the request broker interface and
the response broker interface). There is a broker for each service (business) provided by the ecosystem (for
instance shopping). The diagram below shows the behaviour described in this section. The rest of the
provided service workflow are quite similar. For that reason, only the Shopping flow will be included.
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Figure 7: [ES][CON] TD4.1_Shop_by_Transport_Provider_Log

SERVICE IMPLEMENTATION A-REL
A Service Implementation is the bridge between TSPs or Orchestrators and the brokers. They translate
requests and responses from orchestrators to brokers, from brokers to TSPs and vice versa.
All of them have a properties file. The structure is the same for all property files. The most important
properties of a SI’s configuration file are these:


Name of the file that includes the SPARQL Inferences.



The RDF repository settings.



The Broker, orchestrator or/and TSP URLs required.
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A SIs project structure is roughly the same as a broker. There are four packages organized in the same way
described above, one main package for configuration, another one for the controller, one more for service
and the last one with the auxiliary elements.
This kind of component also has a software interface. This interface defines the service to implement four
methods and the four types. These four methods are designed to implement the design pattern template
method. There is a main method that will call the other three in case it is necessary. Each one of these three
methods should have its own aim:


The translation from the broker.



Manage the call to the target service (TSP or orchestrator).



Translate the response.

In case the broker and the target service have the same communication interface, calling these methods is
not necessary. Figure 8 shows it is managed a subscription call from the Trip Tracking to a partial Trip Tracker
(“Trip Tracking TSP”).

Figure 8: [ES][CON]TD4.1_TT_Orchestrator_To_TSP_Log

Figure 9 shows the inverse process, a call from the partial Trip Tracker (“Trip Tracking TSP”) to the Trip
Tracking to send a message with an update about the subscripted trip.
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Figure 9: [ES][CON]TD4.1_TT_TSP_To_Orchestrator_Log
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5. CONCLUSION
The present document describes the different components that the Interoperability Framework needs to
deliver door-to-door multimodal services facilitating applications and services to access the ecosystem. This
deliverable reflects the work done within Task 1.2: Interoperable Framework as a complete ecosystem. The
activities are based on the previous analysis and design performed in Task 1.1 and focus on the Resolvers,
Service registration and management and Connectivity tools.
The deliverable describes the developments for the scope of the A-REL. The present deliverable D1.5
Interoperability Framework Components A-REL describes the evolution of the components and shows the
achievement reached for the A-REL. In them, it is explained the developments concerning new resolvers,
and the integration of TSPs within the ecosystem.
This document is divided into three main sections: Resolvers, Service Registry and Management and
Connectivity Tools. The AREL Interoperability Framework has optimised the user of resolvers with the new
version of some of them; it provides tools to register new TSP and services that are integrated with the
rest of the ecosystem, and the AREL version of the Brokers and Service Implementation will have a great
impact to integrate new services and opening the possibility of automatizing the process.
Furthermore, D1.8: Service Integration: A-REL (related to Task 1.3), will explain the integration of TSPs and
IP4 services within the framework and components described in this document in order to demonstrate the
performance of the Interoperability Framework and to enrich the IP4 transport ecosystem with information
that will be consumed by other TDs.
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